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About This Content

Ultimate wheel customization is here! Paint and customize your nuts, discs, hubs and hub covers exactly as you want.

Wheel Tuning Pack includes these customizable wheel parts:

 19 front covers

 24 rear covers

 14 front discs

 17 rear discs

 2 front hubs

 2 rear hubs

 10 front nuts

 10 rear nuts
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Wheel Tuning Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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american truck simulator - wheel tuning pack. american truck simulator wheel tuning pack free. american truck simulator -
wheel tuning pack. american truck simulator wheel tuning pack free. american truck simulator - wheel tuning pack. american
truck simulator wheel tuning pack free

My truck is definitely faster with orange wheels.. For the money it is , it offers quite a little bit of tuning to the wheels , note that
you get both the tuning pack for ETS 2 and ATS. 7\/10. You can finally customise deez nuts. Think of this DLC as a small
donation to SCS as opposed to a cosmetic microtransaction that plague other games. I have over 70 hours in the base game that
cost a mere \u00a314.99 which is already an excellent return for my investment and for just \u00a31.99 more; you get nearly
100 wheel customisations that not only look great, but are fun to create.

With the ATS workshop implemented now with hundreds of free mods; this game has the potential to grow massively and it's
DLC like this that will ensure that all bases are covered in the game delivering a deep and complete experience going forward.
For two piddly pounds; there is no excuse not to grab it.

SCS have proven themselves as one of the best and most dedicated developers in gaming and I'd happily give them a little extra
money as opposed to Activision for Black Ops 3 dance moves or to Ubisoft for wooly hats in The Division. Next up; the FREE
Arizona DLC... First DLC thats not FREE and it is worth $2.99!. i like the options now for more personal trucks and the fact
that if you buy either the american or eruo youll get the other one too
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One of the best laid back games out there. I played euro truck sim 2 for quite a few hours and was happy wqhen they announced
ats. Now when they have all the states its going to be even better. Keep up the good work. 43411200 combinations of stuff.
AMAZING. They took away our chrome wheels from before 1.2, and then sold them back to us. That's
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing smart.. Awseome DLC, I love to customize and this satisfies me and a good price in my opinion.
If you already love this game then i'd reccomend to pick this up.

**LOOK AT THE VIDEO FOR THIS DLC** There is a Volvo truck at 1:32-1:34.

You know whats up. Tons of wheel options now! Something for everyone!. Excellent! Now I can spend even more time in the
Service Centre picking exactly the right tone and shade for my wheels in addition to the trucks main paint job. Honestly, I spend
more time doing that than actual driving, and I don't mind at all. It's very cathartic for me.

10\/10, would rimjob again.. For the money it is , it offers quite a little bit of tuning to the wheels , note that you get both the
tuning pack for ETS 2 and ATS. 7\/10. I could of got a mod to do this, but insisted on giving them some money, I would like to
see the entire united states done soon!. I bought it for ETS2 and also got it for ATS. I have to say SCS, you are doing an
excellent job of keeping a customer happy.

I will expand this review once I get to play it fully, but I wanted to let this be known.

Cheers!
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